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DISPOSE OF IlJTERJ.IJ"AL CONTRADI CTION Ai:;IOHG I4ASSES TO
SPEED UP SOCIALIST CONSTRUCTION
-

CO¥il~mIST

CHINA -

[FollowinG is the translation of an article
vrri tten by Hu T'i-yuri; in T! ien-::.9hing Jihpao (Tientsin Daily), 18 June 1960, pase 4.J
, (I )

It has been three years since Comrade Mao Tse-tung's
speech "On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the
People" 'liIaS made public. ~n thin these three years, the rapid development of China's various enterprises, especially
the manifestation of the all-out and continuous great leap
forward in the national economy, has fully proved theenormous practical value of Comrade Mao Tse-tung?s brilliant
writing. FolloWing the march of time, its historic value
will become Greater and greater.
In this speech, Comrade Mao Tse-tung, first from the
standpoint of principIa, affirmed that there would be contradictions existing in a socialist society. He pointed out,
"Marxist philosophy holds that the law of unity of opposites
is a fundamental law of the universe. This law operates
everyiorhere, in the natural 1tJ'Jrld, in human so ciety, and in
manis thinking. Opposites in contradictions unite as well
as struGc;le 'VTith each other, and thus impel all things to
move and chanGe. Contradictions exist everyuhere, but as
things differ in nature, so do c'Jntradictions". This awakened some c'Jmrades, who dared not openly ackn'Jwledge and face
the fact that contradicti'Jns still existed in a socialist
society, and caused them to abandon their passive attitude
for an active one. More important is the fact that Comrade
Mao Tse-tunc; in his speech pointed out to us the tw'J types
of contradictions: the contradictions between us and the
enemy and the contradictions among the people. He also definitely outlined the six criteria by which riGht and wrong
could be differentiated. They are right if they:
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(1) Help to unite the people 0 f our various nat ionand do not divide them;
~(2) Fxe beneficial, not harmful, to socialist transformation and socialist construction;
"(3) Help to consolidate, not undermine or weaken,
the people's democratic dictatorship;
"(4) Help to consolidate, not undermine or weaken,
democratic centralism;
.
"(5) Tend to strengthen, not to cast off or weaken,
the leadership of the Communist Party;
"(6) Are beneficial, not harmful, to international
socialist solidarity and the solidarity of the peace-IovinS
peoples of the world.
11

alities

"Oft-hese siX criteria,'the most important are the two
that concern the socialist path and the leadership of the
Party."
These criteria cleared our eyes and enabled us to differentiate the nature of the two types of contradictions.
The principle that differentiated the two types of nature
strengthened the solidarity of Chinats 600 million people and
dealt a deadly blew against the imperialists, the capitalist
rightists and the modern revisionists, who took advantage
of the f~ctthat contradictions still existed in socialism
to attack sociallsm.
Comrade Mao Tse-tung in this famous speech, not only
clearly pointed out to us the different nature ·of the contradictions existing in a socialist society but also pointed out
to us the different methods to resolve these two types of
contradictions. That is to say, the antagonistic contradictions betvleen ourselves and the enemy must be resolwed throW3A
a proletariari dictatorship; while the contradictions among
the people, who have similar basic interests, must be resolved by democratic methods. The latter is the application
of the "uni ty...-cri ti cism--uni ty" formula$ 1f To elaborate, this
means to start off vri th a desire for unity and resolve contradictions through c~iticism or struggle so as to achieve
.
a new tinity on a new basis. ft
According to the PartJi s practical experiences derived from the socialist revolution and socialist construction, it has been obviously proved that the movement of 1flet
a hundred flovlers blossom and let a hundred schools contend",
the large-letter wall newspapers and the great debate were
the best method and the most correct formula to resolve the
contradictions among the people. Under conditions existing
in a socialist revolution and socialist construction, the
application of the above-mentioned formula vms a great
2
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achievement e C~mrade MaQ Tse-tung in outlining the principles
of the correct handling of contradictions among the people,
clearly pointed out to us the route to muster all active
elements.
After having clearly understood the contradictions
and differentiated the nature of the contradictions, we have
a correct method to handle them so th~t QUI' society will progress rapidly forward o Accordingly, these famous conclusions
made by Comrade Mao Tse-tung have established the theoretical
foundation forCbina's rapid progress in socialist construction and her active transition into communism.
Oomrade Mao Tse-tungis principles outlined in his
speech "On the Correct Handlirtg ot Contradictions Among the
People" contain a great life foree,. In accordance with
these principles, the Party led the entire people through
a rectification campaign, mobilized the people throughout
the country into an active movement, defeated the capitalist
rightists' ruthless attack, boycotted and criticized the
international modern revisionist ideoloGY, protected the
fruits of proletarian struggle, acquired a decisive victory
for socialist revolution and highly raised the masses' socialist and communist awareness. These facts enabled Chine~~ s
socialist productive force to attain rapid development, advancinG t01'fards a new era, where China vfould become a strong
socialist state, possessing modern industries, modern agriCUlture, modern science and culture o
(II)
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To cl:fI. nce a larGe) poor and baclc;ard country into a.
strong and advanced soc ialist country vvi thin a short time
is of course a very great contradiction and difficulties are
inevitable. The problem lies in the fact that China is a
larBecountry with enormous potentialities. If only the relations between the various phases were handled properly, the
various pessimistic elements could be changed into an active
force, forming an uncontrollable current forcing its way
ahead, fhus, this great contradiction could be resolved rapidly. Just as Comrade Mao Tse~tunG once said, "In po~erty·
one must thlnl{ for change, must p,ct ,must rebel. A piece .
of white blanl{ paper has no obligations ... NeVI and beautiful
letters can be written on it, and·the best and most oeautiful .picture can be dravrn on 1 t", n (~'Introducing a Coop·era-.
tive"). Thus, it can be seent.hat by correct hanCB.ding of
the contradictions among the people, all the active elements
can be mobilized" This has a great meaninG in the rapid
development of China's socialist construction •. In its practical appli6ation within the last several years, this fact
was more clearly recognized.
.
The Partyi s socialist construction Gen~ralline is
the further development and manifestation of the ideology
presented by Comrade 1~1aoTse-tung in his speech liOn the Correct Handline; of Contradictions AmonG the People" .. After
havinG the 'gener~l line, we know the principle of correct
handline; the contradictions amone; the people and ,,,,e have a
general direction. We can employ more fully the objective
active force of 600 million people to realize the possibility
of rapid progress in socialist construction as implied by
the socialist system.
As.we all know, contradictions are universally existent,
and 1"1henold contradictions have been resolved, new ones will
arise.· Correct hahdling of these contradictions will enable us to adjust various relations and mobilize the various
phases of active force. But all contradictians cannot be
treated in the same way, without reGard to the degree of
seriousness. In general, adjusting various. relations and
correct handling of contradictions among the people are
means to resolve finally the fundamental contradiction in.
socialist society.
Comrade Mao Tae-tung has explained to us, "The basic
contradictions in socialist society are still those between
the relations of production and the productive forces, and
bet"feen the superstructure and the economic base. 11 This
i~ the basic contradiction that motivates China's socialist
d~velopment. But~ owing to public ownership of the means
01' production and the state under proletarian dictatorship,
4
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the nature of this contradiction is fundamentally different
from that in the old society. In a socialist society, the
contradictions betv.leen product ion relat ions and the productive forces, and between the superstructure and the economic
base are not only non-antaGonistic but also, being recognized
and self-adjusting, become two phases that are mutually encouraGinG in development.
In China's socialist society, relations of production
are basically suitable for the rapid development of productive forces. "When we say that socialist relations of production are better suited than the old relations of production to the development of the produotive forces, we mean
that the former permits tqe prod.uctive forces to develop
at a speed unparalleled iq the old society, so that production can expand steadily and the constantly grov1in3 needs
of the people can be met step by step. If This is to say,
the new relations of production is definitely not merely
suited for the development of productive forces, but on
the contrary, these new relations motivate the rapid development of the productive forces.
Since the establishment of the People's RepUblic, every
reform and improvement in the relations of production is at
the same'time a process for the rapid development of socialist productive forces, and in turn, the constant development
of productive forces actuates the constant improvement of
the relations of production. The people's commune, which
arose in the midst of the great leap forward movement, and
after productive forces have been rapidly developed, is the
kind of orGanizational form that can most effectively accelerate the development of China's socialist productive forces~
Just under such conditions, an all-out continuous great leap
forward manifested itself in China's national economy.
Since the Liberation, China's production has moved
forward with a speed unparalleled in the capitalist countries. Take industrial production index figures as an example, from 1950 to 1958, the average annual increase rate
was 28%, while that of the same period for the United States
was only 307%, and Britain 2 9%.
Furthermore, China's leap forward rate is a continuous and c011stant development. However, this does not say
that China's socialist relations of production are perfect
and without defects, but actually, there are certain links
that need constant adjustment and improvement, especially,
when productive forces have developed, there Ivill arise
new contradictions. Only when these contradictions are
constantly resolved,can China's productive forces be rapidly developed"
0
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fiThereis couforoity as well as contradiction betweert
the relations of production and the development of the productive forces; similarly, there is conformity as well as
. contradiction between the superstructure and the economic
base". The superstructure is determined by the economic
base, but once the superstructure has been established,
it vTill not merely conform but it will serve the economic
base by protectiuG, consolidating and developine; it. China
is under the people's democratic dictatorship, lrJ'ith MarxismLeninism as a Guide for the bUilding of socialism" . In promoting socialist. reform in her national economy, Chin~ has
established and developed a public ownership economic system
and organized socialist construction. These have demonstrated great effects.
.
.
But China is still in the. socialist stage, especially
now; China has just left the old society, v'Thich l.eft Ifdeep .
scars" on her, especially the effects from the remnants of
.. capi talist ideoloGY, which still affect many phases. The
capi talist elements and their intellectual"'.elements have
not been thorouGhly remoulded. Accordil'13ly~ "the proletariat must reform the world in accordance with its world outlook, "J'hile the capitalist class must also reform the world
in accordance lI·ri th its world outlook", so the struggle between these twoi'Torld outlooks will be lonG.
..
.
To acknowledGe and to give attention to the above
mentioned two phases of contradiction, to consider regularly the adjustment between the relations of production and
the superstructure so that they will be suited for the full
mobilization of the entire people's active force, to muster
to th~ Greatest possible degree the objective active force
of China's 600 million population and to adjust the people's
active force to meet the needs 0 f productive forces' rapid
development are the lr:ey factor'S by 1tJ'hich China accelerates
. her socialist construction~
We want rapid development of socialist productive
forces, no matter whether we look from the adjustment of production relations to prQmote the development of productive
forcE:s$ or from the basis of 8.djus'Ging the superstructure
to consolidate economic development; in the final analysis
it is a question of man. Man is the decisive factor in the
product i ve force. v'fuen you have ma.n, you have all. By
man, it is meant a man 'VJith an ideolOGY. Consequ.ently, it
is only throuDh correot handling of the relations between
the vari::>usphases that you can mobilize all active elements.
In the correct handling of contradictio~among the
people, first we must insist that we should assume political
prominence. The assumption of political prominence guarantees
6
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the Party~ s abs Jlute leadership over all enterprise9, 't'Ti th
communist ideology assuming political prominence e Just as
Comrade Mao Tse-tung once instructed us, "The central force
that leads our enterprises is the Chinese Communist Party.
The pouerthat Guides our ideological and theoretical basis
is ~arxism-Leninism". (A ~peech delivered at the opening
of the First Plenary Meeting of the First All-China People's
Congress) • .
Havins the Partyi s leadership and having the guidance
of the communist ideology, the great mass of people can
become self-conscious socialist builders and can selfconsciously have "high morale, fight for the upper stream,
and the con~truction of socialism in a more, faster, better
and cheaper manrler"
Under ·this unity of thought, the mutual relations among the p~ople will be correctly handled.
In order to handle correctly the contradictions among
the people, all the active elements must be mobilized and
furthermore, .the Party's general line must be fully implemented as uell as the entire set of "walking on two legs"
policies that were outlined by Comrade Mao Tse-tung: under
priority conditions for the development of heavy industry,
industry and agriculture must be developed at the same time;
heavy industry and light industry must be developed at the
same time; in the field of centralized leadership, and under
the conditions of overall planning, division of labor and
cooperation, central industry and local :industry must be
developed at the same time; large enterprise and medium and
small enterprises must be developed at the same time; foreign
method production and native method production must be developed at the same time.
.
To carry out the policy of developinG industry and
agriculture, heavy industry and light industry at the same
time under priority conditions, is the correct way to adjust, the relation between the development of productive material production and the development of consumption material
production; it is also the relation betv'Teen production and
consumption. This policy not only guarantees the priority
growth of productive material production, but also guarantees the continuous development of consumption materials
and the gradual improvement of the people's livelihood,
thereby self-consciously maintainin[5 a mutual and correct
proportionalrelationshipe
The development of central industry and local industry, larse enterprise and medium and small enterprises,
foreign method production and native method production at
the same time, is the correct policy to develop China's
great potentialities. It is also another brilliant example
0
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bf the Partyls firm reliance on the masses for socialist
construction and the implementation of the mass line.
It is only through the application of the entir.e
set of "walking on two legs" policies that the active force
of the V'arious phases in the urban and rural areas, among
the vTorkers and the peasants, between the central and the
local, the hiGh and the low, the large ahd'the small, etc.,
can be fully mobilized. These policies not only mobilize
the people's actiV'e force but also that of the ~aterials,
transforming all pessimistic elements into active elements.
This is the reliable guarantee for the rapid development
of China's national economy and for the planned and proportional development tha~ has speed as its guidance.
Comrade Mao Tse-tun&told us that in order to mobilize
all active elements, we must correctly handle the contradictions betvTeen accumulation and consumption, then, "in
the problem of distribution, we must take into consideration
the interests of the state, the collective interests and
the individual interests". The correctly arranged proportion
between accumulation and consumption is the important problem that determines whether we can rapidly develop construction.
Since the establishment of the People's RepUblic,
though China's socialist construction has attained great
achievements, her economic conditions are still very backward. Because of this, "After the victory of the socialist
revolution, the problem of construction speed has become
the most important problem confrontinG us. Our revolution
was aimed at the most rapid development of social productive
force. China's economy was originally V'ery backward and she
still has imperialism surrounding her. It is only through
the most possible rapid construction that China can rapidly
consolidate her socialist state and raise the people's living standards.~ (A work report made by Liu Shao-ch'i at
the Second Plenary Meeting of the Eighth All-China Party
, Congres s ) •
Accordingly, under the conditions of the development
of production and the improvement of the people's livelihood,
no matter 1;lhether it is the stat·e operated economy or collective economy, we must appropriately raise the proportion
of accumulation in the peoplevs income, so that we can promote socialist construction in a !I more and faster manner".
Only under these circumstances can heavy industry be guaranteed priority development, especially the metallurgical
industry, the manufacture of machines, the electric power
and coal mininG departments, so that the technical reform
in the national economy will secure the necessary material
foundation.
8
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Only under these circumstances can agricultural
production be realized with a technical reform and the
peopleis commune system be better consolidated and developed. And it is only under these circumstances that the entire people's livelihood can be more greatly improved, which
is the common demand of the great masses of laboring people.
This is to say that the rapid development of China's production is the step by step rising process of her people's
living standards.
Folloi'ling the continuous penetration of socialist revolution and the flying development of socialist construction, the political ideological aspect of China's great masses
of people has manifested a very impressive transformation.
No matter whether it 1s between the workers and the peasants,
or between the Government and the great masses of people,
or betvreen those in the pos i tions of leadership and the led,
these relations have advanced into a new stage, where the
advanced help the backward, Without rec;ard for recompense
nor for other considerations and time, .so communist ideology has attained very great progress~
.
However, this does not say that the mutual relationship among men requires no further adjustment, but on the
contrary, following production developments, the present
organiza.tional forms, regUlations and systems may be in time
become obsolete, the originally advanced may become backward; furthermore, for a still fairly long period of time,
the effect of capitalism especially the capitalist political ideology still exists, it still can contaminate us;
those old concepts and habits still may be able to grow and
produce to the extent that they will hinder our common progress e Therefore, we must constantly adjust and resolve
all those imperfect and abnormal elements that may arise
in our mutual relations, so that we will be properly suited
for the rapid development of socialist construction enterprises.
Comrade Mao Tse-tung has repeatedly instructed us,
"In drai'rins up plans, handling affairs or thinl{ing over problem~, we must proceed from the fact that China has a population of six hundred million people. This must never be
forgotten" • vIe must ffbring all pos i ti ve factors in to play,
rally everyone that can be rallied, and do everything possible to turn neGative factors into positive ones to serve
the great cause of bUilding a socialist society. Ii The great
victory China won on every front is the result derived from
the fact that under the Party's education, 600 million people have been ideologically liberated, the positive and
creative factors have been fully developed.
9
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In short, it is only through correct handlinG of the
contradictions among the various phases of the people that
all the positive factors can be mobilized and socialist
construction can be rapidly advanced~ We have already attained vari:)us tJpes of achievements, this is the victory
for correct handling of contradictions among the" people
and it .isalso a great victory for the Mao Tse-tung ideology.

(III)
The correct handling of the contradictions among the
people concerns the mobilizatlon of the positive factors in
the 600 million people and also·poncerns the effect of the
full development of the 600 million people's subjective creati vity. The Great important problem of hastenine the progress of socialist construction is the development of Comrade Mae> Tse-tung's creative abilityto expand socialist
construction theories and the communist transition theories
in Marxism-Leninism. He not only gUides us in China's
revolution and construction but also enriches the MarxistLeninist theories.
C·omrade Mao Tse-tung r s speech "On the Correct Handling
of Contradictions Among the People" has been made public
.for three years already. But, our learning from and under.standing of this great principle are still far from sufficient; on the other hand, following the practicalapplication, the proof has become more and more obvious. Each one
of us, Communist Party members and revolutionary workers,
must deeply feel that every time we read this greatly talented writ inc, we would gain something new and receive further
encouraGement. This clearly shO'Afs that this great speech
made by Comrade Mao Tse-tung possesses boundless wisdom
and power, from Which we can derive endless knowledge.
AccordinGly, we must study more dili5ently and learn
more penetratingly these principles and Comrade Mao TsetunG's other "l:Jri tings, so tha.t we can arm ourselves with
the Mao Tse-tung ideology, raise high the flas of Mao Tsetuns ideolOGY and march bravely forward, and with the greatest possible speed build China into a strong socialistcountry~
possessing modern industries, modern agriculture, modern
science and culture and modern national defence. Such are
the Goals for our struggle.
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